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The Saint had a secret affair with an anonymous woman in the story. This 

narrative is used by the author to symbolize the secret affair of Florentino 

and Fermina. Saint-Amour loved playing chess. In the first chapter, the game

is not finished which symbolizes the continuity of love that blossoms in the 

entire story. Roses are also mentioned in the first chapter. This flower is 

known as a sign of love since old age. It depicts doctor Urbino as a romantic 

character (Marquez 14). 

The short story though centered in vengeance depicts love with no 

boundary. “ Act of Vengeance” is a story about the daughter of a prominent 

congressman in the South American country. Her father gets killed by the 

guerrilla who haunts the city. Toledo, the leader of the gang decides to rape 

DulceRosas. She sets to revenge her father’s death but Taedo confesses his 

sins and becomes a good person. When Tadeo proposes to her, she gets an 

opportunity to revenge the father’s death. Interestingly, she falls in love with

Tadeo. 

Eventually the young doctor, Urbino elopes with Fermina. All goes well until 

the woman realizes that her husband is cheating on her. This ensues after he

mentions his secret affair with Barbara Lynch. Therefore the character is a 

womanizer. When Urbino dies, Florentino mentions his lover for Fermina 

after which their love blossoms in the old age. This supports the theme of 

love with no boundary since the duo still loves each other at old age. The 

short story though centered in vengeance depicts love with no boundary. “ 

Act of Vengeance” is a story about the daughter of a prominent 

congressman in the South American country. Her father gets killed by the 

guerrilla who haunts the city. Toledo, the leader of the gang decides to rape 

DulceRosas. She sets to revenge her father’s death but Taedo confesses his 
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sins and becomes a good person. When Tadeo proposes to her, she gets an 

opportunity to revenge the father’s death. Interestingly, she falls in love with

Tadeo. This confirms that love has no boundaries. The woman still feels that 

she owe her father a lot and plans to kill Tadeo. The story ends with Dulce 

Rosas taking away her life. She does so to spoil Taedo's happiness. Indeed it 

works to her advantage as the husband lives in sorrow and heartbreak. Love 

is also portrayed in this story as dangerous and leads to emotional diseases. 

In both the stories, the female characters are portrayed as the dominance of 

love in societies where the males have dominated but suffer the wrath of 

heartbreaks. The short story, Acts of Vengeance is centered on revenge 

which leads to death that is triggered by love and suffering. It supports the 

theme of love without boundaries since the woman goes beyond her 

revenge. 
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